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PROJECTS UNIT

INTRODUCTION

This report covers work completed on a twelve claim group 

in the Hutchinson Township, District of Rainy River, province 

of Ontario. The claims are being worked as set forth in an 

option agreement between Noranda Exploration Company, Limited 

(Optionee) and Michael Wicheruk and Robert Henderson (Optionor), 

Box 292, Atikokan, Ontario. The claim numbers are:

K 315170 

K 315171 

K 315182

K 315184 

K 315185 

K 315191

K 315192 

K 315195 

K 315200

K 315395 

K 315396 

K 364261

LOCATION 6- ACCESS

The claim group is locate'd three miles directly Northeast 

from Sapawe. Access is gained via Highway 623 to Sapawe and 

then travelling 3.2 miles on the Domtar Woodlands logging road. 

The camp is one quarter mike east of the road.

GENERAL GEOLOGY

The area consists of three main rock types: granites to 

the north, fine grained andesitic-chloritic schists to the 

south, and mafic dioritic to gabbroic rocks in between. It is 

along the schist-gabbro contact that shearing has occurred and 

gold mineralization has been found.

The general structure of all rock units is east-west and 

the dips are near vertical.



L.INECUTTING

A baseline 7600* long was established at an azimuth of 

035 0 . Winglines were then cut 400' apart with picketted stations 

every 100* except where lakes made linework impossible. All 

cutting and chaining was done by Noranda field personnel. There 

is a total of 10,8 miles of cut lines.

PREVIOUS WORK

The areas have been subjected to relatively intensive gold 

prospecting since the early 1900*s. Hawley (1930) listed and 

described several gold bearing quartz veins and these have been 

investigated by blasting and trenching but were deemed unscono- 

mi c.

Interest was revived in the fall of 1973 with the discovery 

of a gold showing on the northwest shore of Hill Lake and this 

option agreement was arranged.

ELECTROMAGNETIC AND MAGNETIC SURVEYS

JP.U.RP.QSE

To investigate a gold-bearing shear zone and discover 

other such zones.

COMPANY CONDUCTING THE SURVEY

Geophysical operators employed by Noranda Exploration 

Cpmpany, Limited did the survey under the supervision of Douglas 

R. Eaton, Geophysicist, who planned and is responsible-.for the 

survey.



SCOPAS SE-80 V L F-fi M

A V.L.F. survey was conducted using the j^cintrex Scopas 

SE 60 VLF unit. This instrument is a one man E.M. instrument 

utilizing low frequency radio waves transmitted from military 

transmitters situated around the globe.

A station in the same direction as the geological strike 

is chosen in order to give a maximum coupling with the conduc 

tor. The direction of the magnetic component of the transmitted 

field is horizontal and perpendicular to the geological strike. 

The field direction and thus the traverse direction is perpendi 

cular to the transmitted location.

The Scopas measures the secondary field generated by conduc 

ting bodies when they are subjected to the transmitted field. 

This measurement is in terms of dip angles. The dip angles are 

read every^JiQ^ieet along the cut lines. These dip angles are 

then plotted in profile form and a conductor is indicated by a 

positive to negative crossover when read from south to north.

The magnetometer survey was conducted at the same time as 

the E.M. with equally qualified personnel using a McPhar Flux 

gate Magnetometer.

The idea of the survey was to give additional information 

to the E.M. survey.

With both instruments, readings were taken at 50' intervals 

on all the lines. The baseline was read every 100* with the 

magnetometer. There were 1066 magnetometer readings and 1006 

VLF-EM readings.



RESULTS 6DISCUSSIO.N.S

The Scopas did not detect the gold bearing shear zone as 

we had hoped it would. The shear zone is either too small or 

comparable in conductivity to the surrounding rock units so 

that it does not stand out. The strongest anomalies, notably 

"A", "B" and "D", have been interpreted as being caused by 

conductive swamp sediments or cliffs. It is possible however, 

that conductor is an extension of the shear zone on the north 

shore of Hill Lake and a geologist will check it out.

The Magnetometer survey revealed that all three main rock 

units have about the same magnetization making it difficult to 

distinguish contacts or faults. Areas "A" and "B" are the only, 

anomalies having significant length and they are most likely 

caused by small deposits of pyrite and/or pyrrhotite on or near 

the gabbro-granite contact.

CONCLUSIONS J& RECOMMENDATIONS

The electrical and magnetic properties of the rocks being 

investigated are such that further geophysical work on this 

claim group cannot be justified.

Submitted by,

Douglas R. Eaton, 
Field Geophysicist, 
June 1974.
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PROJECTS UNIT

INTRODUCTION

This report covers work completed on a t welve claim group 

in the Hutchinson Township, District of Rainy River, province 

of Ontario. The claims are being worked as set forth in an 

option agreement between Noranda Exploration Company, Limited 

(Optionee) and Michael Wicheruk and Robert Henderson (Optionor), 

Box 292, Atikokan, Ontario. The claim numbers are:

K 315170 

K 315171 

K 315182

K 315184 

K 315185 

K 315191

K 315192 

K 315195 

K 315200

K 315395 

K 315396 

K 364261

LOCATION 6 ACCESS

The claim group is located three miles directly Northeast 

from Sapawe. Access is gained via Highway 623 to Sapawe and 

then travelling 3.2 miles on the Domtar Woodlands logging roa'd. 

The camp is one quarter mile east of the road.

GENERAL GEOLOGY

The area consists of three main rock types: granites to 

the north, fine grained andesitic-chloritic schists to the south, 

and mafic dioritic to gabbroic rocks in between. It is along 

the schist-gabbro contact that shearing has occurred and gold 
mineralization has been found.

The general structure of all rock units is east-west and 

the dips are near vertical.



LINECUTTING

A baseline 7600* long was established at an azimuth of 

085 . Winglines were then cut 400* apart^ with picketted stations 

every 100* except where lakes made linework impossible. All 

cutting and chaining was done by Noranda field personnel. There 

is a total of 10.8 miles of cut 3,ines.

PREVIOUS WORK

The areas have been subjected to relatively intensive gold 

prospecting since the early I900*s. Hawley (1930) listed and 

described several gold bearing quartz veins and these have been 

investigated by blasting and trenching but were deemed unecono 

mic.

Interest was revived in the fall of 1973 with the discovery 

of a gold showing on the northwest shore of Hill Lake and this 

option agreement was arranged.

ELECTROMAGNETIC AND MAGNETIC SURVEYS

PURPOSE

To investigate a gold-bearing shear zone and discover other 

such zones.

COMPANY CONDUCTING THE SURVEY

Geophysical operators employed by Noranda Exploration 

Company, Limited did the survey under the supervision of Douglas 

R. Eaton, Geophysicist, who planned and is responsible for the 

survey.



INSTRUMENT 6- SENSITIVITY

The Electromagnetic Survey was carried out using the Crone 

Electromagnetic Unit (C.E.M.). This unit is manufactured by 

Crone Geophysics Limited.

The survey data is obtained by a two man crew. Each man 

is equipped with a coil capable of receiving and transmitting, 

and a power supply of three 6 volt batteries. The crew uses 

the "horizontal shootback E.M." method of surveying. One man 

transmits while the other man receives, and then the procedure 

is reversed at the same station. The coil operates at freq 

uencies of 5010 Hz., 1830 Hz., and 390 Hz.

The magnetic field (primary field) caused by an alternating 

current in the transmitting coil induces an alternating current 

into any conductive medium within the range of the magnetic field. 

The conductive medium emits its own magnetic field (secondary 

field), and the combination of these two fields (primary and 

secondary) produces a resultant magnetic field. When the plane 

of the receiving coil is positioned in the direction of the 

resultant field, there is a minimal amount of current induced 

into the coil, and there is a minimum indication on the field 

strength meter set within the receiving coil. The dip angle is 

read from the clinometer when the receiving coil is in this 

position. After the two men have reversed this procedure and 

they each have taken a reading at the same location, the read 
ings are added together to obtain a resultant dip angle. When 

the readings cancel each other out and the resultant dip angle 

is zero, then there is not any subsurface conductivity. But 

when the resultant dip angle is 4;5 or greater then an anomaly ' 

exists and detailed readings are taken. A detailed survey 

necessitates readings on at least two different frequencies at 

50 foot intervals.



This shootback method helps to eliminate effects due to 

topographical relief and coil mi sorientation. The readings are 

plotted always at the "chief's position" which is either to the 

north or east of the helper depending on the direction of the 

l ine s .

The magnetometer survey was conducted at the same time as 

the E. M. with equally qualified personnel using a ftlcPhar Flux- 

na|.e Magnetometer,

The same grid was used with reading every 100 feet, this 
being reduced to 50 foot readings over anomalous areas.

The idea of the survey was to give additional information 

to the E. M. survey,

With both instruments, readings were taken at 50* intervals 

on all the lines. The baseline was read every 100' with the 

magnetometer. There were ^p66 magnetometer rjfi q d i n p s and }QQ6 ̂  
vi. p.  . o

RESULTS 6 DISCUSSIONS

The S c OD a s did not detect the gold bearing shear zone as 

we had hoped it would. The shear zone is either too small or 

comparable in conductivity to the surrounding rock units so 

that it does not stand out. The strongest anomalies, notably 

*A*. ..'B* ajid 'D*, have been interpretted as being caused by 

conductive swamp sediments or cliffs. It is possible however, 

that conductor C* is an extension of the shear zone on the 

north shore of Hill Lake and a geologist will check it out,

The magnetometer survey revealed that all three main rock 

units have about the same magnetization making it difficult to 

distinguish contacts or faults. Areas *A* and *B* are the only 

anomalies having significant length and they are most likely 

caused by small deposits of pyrite and/or pyrrhotite on or near 

the gabbro-granite contact.



CONCLUSIONS Z RECOMMENDATIONS

The electrical and magnetic properties of the rocks being 

investigated are such that further geophysical work on this 

claim group cannot be justified.

Submitted by,

Douglas R. Eaton, 
Field Geophysicist, 
June 1974.
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TO BE ATTACHED AS AN APPENDIX TO TECHNICAL REPORT
FACTS SHOWN HERE NEED NOT BE REPEATED IN REPORT 

TECHNICAL REPORT MUST CONTAIN INTERPRETATION, CONCLUSIONS ETC.

Type of Survey. ELECTROMAGNETIC G- MAGNETIC

Township or Area HUTCHINSON TOWNSHIP

Claim hnM Pr( B)NORANDA EXPLORATION COMPANY, LIMITED

Author of Report. DOUGLAS R. EATON

MINING CLAIMS TRAVERSED 
List numerically

253 Lincoln Street. Thunderi.Bay t Ontario

r - r* t fc MAY 13-31, 1974 Covering Dates of Survey —— :̂ ± — * * — * 7 L.:
(linccutting to office) 

Total Miles of Line cut——I0-!8. —-————————————.—-——

K 31 51 70

SPECIAL PROVISIONS 
CREDITS REQUESTED

ENTER 40 days (includes 
line cutting) for first 
survey.

ENTER 20 days for each 
additional survey using 
same grid.

DAYS 
per claim

40
Geophysical
—Electromagnetic——,

2fi—Magnetometer____±iL

—Radiometric——————
—Other___________
Geological.
Geochemical-

AIRBORNE CREDITS (Special provision credits do not apply to airborne surveys)

Magnetometer. .Electromagnetic. . Radiometric
(enter days per claim 

DATE:. J UNE 5/74 SIGNATURE:

a

i
w

PROJECTS SECTION 
Geol..__, Qualifications

a*
Checked by. date

GEOLOGICAL BRANCH.

Approved by. .date.

GEOLOGICAL BRANCH.

Approved by. -date.

K 315171
(number)

K 315182

/4^...^.^.l8.l...uf.
/L .. -. -. ^ - In

Author of Report or Agent

'/i

K 315191 l/

'K 315192

K 315195

K 315200 n d**

K 315395................^..
K 315396

TOTAL CLAIMS



Show instrument technical data in each space for 
type of survey submitted or indicate "not applicable"

GEOPHYSICAL TECHNICAL DATA

GROUND SURVEYS
Number of Stations *u^g —-———^——-—————————-— Number of Readings
Station interval,. 50' on all lines

Line spacing, 400
Profile scale or Contour int^U Maq 800. 1100. 1200. 1300. 1400, I500 t 1600. 1700. 1800 ,

(specif y for each type of survey ) 1900, g 8 HI m 8 S
VLF - Profiles 20 0 ^ l* 

MAGNETIC
, , . McPhar Fluxgate M-700Instrument ____________ H ————————-———-——-——————^^—————————————————
Accuracy - Scale constant __ *j? gammas
Diurnal correction m.^H C heck stns at intersections of winglines S baseline 
Base station Watim. Q" b aseline at 12W——————————-————-^————————

ELECTROMAGNETIC
in.,mn..nt Scintrex Scopes VLF-EM_________________________________

Coil configuration.^^^—^-———————————————-.——.—^^————.————-——.——--———^-—.

Coil separation Q————-———-————-—————————.——-——..———.———————^^—..——.^^—.^—
•r-1

Accuracy——--—-——---^.--^—.^^—--—————--—---—-——^.^^——-.—-—-——-.——-.^^.———-——.^^^^—-.— 
Method: [3 Fixed transmitter EH Shoot back D Inline D Parallel line 
Frpquenry Cutler, Maine 17,8 KH2_______

(specify V.L.F. station)
Parameters™,...™i R^ultant of primary 6 secondary fields_____________ 
GRAVITY
Instrument______________________________________________________________
Scale constant.
Corrections made.

Base station value and location.

Elevation accuracy————————.—.——.———.
INDUCED POLARIZATION - RESISTIVITY

Instrument——--^-^—^————..—-.——————
Time domain_____________________________ Frequency domain. 

Frequency_____________________________ Range—^————
Power^^——.————^..-.—.-—.—.———--———.—.^—.————.——...—-—...-—^—.^
Electrode array—. 
Electrode spacing. 
Type of electrode,



Ramsay Wright Twp.
(M.2092)

13 M 12 M

W 18298 vl 18294 * 
____,.___.1,^.™ — 

FF l FF T f ^ f f

04298
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\rea S McCaul Twp. (M.2382)

Crooked Pine Lake Area 
(M. 2368)

OF

HUTCHINSON
DISTRICT OF 
RAINY RIVER

THUNDER BAY
MINING DIVISION

SCALE:1-INCHN4O CHAINS

LEGEND

PATENTED LAND
CROWN LAND SALE
LEASES
LOCATED LAND
LICENSE OF OCCUPATION
MINING RIGHTS ONLY
SURFACE RIGHTS ONLY
ROADS
IMPROVED ROADS
KING'S HIGHWAYS
RAILWAYS
POWER LINES
MARSH OR MUSKEGHIRST— ———~—
CANCELLED

NOTES
4OO' Surface Rights Reservation along the
shores of all lakes and rivers.

Proposed 60 wide pipeline easement shown

- MINING UNDS -
DATE OF ISSUE

AUG 27 1974

MINISTRY 
OF NATURAL RESOURCES

PLAN NO.-M-I823
ONTARIO

MINISTRY OF NATURAL RESOURCES
SURVEYS AND MAPPING BRANCH
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Rtodings 

Contoured at

^ ~^)

LEGEND

: McPhar fluxgate M-7OO 

; Directly in gammas 

: 800 v. i l oo" , I2oor,

liomoo neti c Contours 

Magnetic depression 

Magnetic base Station

1700 
l eoo*

Wa. of Readings (007 

of Survey Ma"j 2o-iS , 1974-

Anomalous

M..R. No i-e Q J, n 3

HUTCHINSON TWP

-Q- Claicn post -position assumed 

B VVitne&s post -position loecitcij
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APP.ROV.EP

DWG.

MAGNETOMETER SURVEY

HUTCHINSON TOWNSHIP 

KEWORA MIMING DIVISION

PROJ ECT '...W.l T c H

SURVEYED BY: L Gordon.. .^. DATE :..^^ ./^...... ...^..
DRAWN BY^ . ^*. . ........ SCALE:..A!..m .1?.9.! ... ........

NORANDA EXPLORATION CO. LTD.
OFFICE:. T HUNDER

at xar*MA*rr
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North Readings

315195 ' 315182 3I5"J7/

HUTCHINSON TWP.

LOCATION PL4N

WICHERUK OPTION

LEGEND

: Scintrex Scopos S.E.ao 

•' Dip angles in degrees

: To i-iajht of line

'. To l e F1 of line

. Cutler Maine . Seattle

20-24 l 974

Wo. of Read.nejs : 

Dotes of Survey '

** Defined Conductor axis

or inferred. Co nd i* c t or ax.i's

axial trend 

Inferred axial trend 

Area of Co n duct i vi frc

HUTCHINSON TWP.

Z

w P.

Claim post - position 

-Ch clai'm posf -position a 

(B vVitne&s post -position
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REVISED

DWG.NS

V. L.F. SURVEY

HUTCHINSOM TOWNSHIP

KENORA MIMING DIVISION

PROJ ECT t...W l TICKER U^^

SURVEYED BY: ?: r" foit ............ DATE:.. M^..,.:^.,..............
DRAWN BY: ...,y...Ar : *...;.......... SCALE-.J.:.-.l?.?.!.

NORANDA EXPLORATION CO. LTD.
OFFICE :. THUNDER ftAY,.ONT: .


